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GBC2017 lays
down berry health
challenge
More than 400 delegates attended Global
Berry Congress 2017 in Rotterdam, a
record attendance for the annual event
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Elsewhere, retail specialist Bryan Roberts
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recent years in the retail arena, including a
focus shift in favour of fresh food that
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During a packed programme of conference
sessions, workshops and talks, delegates
were presented with the results of new
research carried out

the production and distribution of fresh
berries – particularly when it came to
imported fruit. “There could also be a
stronger role for the very tangible health
benefits that different berries provide,” she
explained. This was later

giant Rewe added his backing to further
investment in tastier varieties. “Consumers
buy berries initially out of an impulse, but
it is always taste that brings them back,” he
explained, adding that better information
from producers – for example relating to
forecast
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When it came to developing new markets
around the world, meanwhile, the message
was loud and clear. Peter McPherson,
president of the International Blueberry
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